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Abstract — The understanding of the fundamental physics and
chemistry of dust and the interaction of these soiling fragments with
the PV module surface and each other is potentially important to
developing viable mitigation approaches. This paper builds on our
previous reports and observations investigating individual soiling
particle adhesion on PV module glass using microscale proximal
probe techniques. Specifically, in this presentation we report on the
refinement of those adhesive force measurements by gaining and
including information on the contact area of those particles with the
surface, the specific chemistry of interactive surfaces, and the
quantification of the force values using materials standard. We also
investigate the adhesive forces holding the soiling particles together
and the effects of the critical parameters of surface compositional
properties, moisture (humidity), and hydrocarbons. This allows for
the comparisons of the inter-particle adhesion to the adhesive force
holding the particle to the glass module surface. These evaluations
are performed on soiling particles collected from operating modules
in differing climate zones in Brazil and Gulf regions.

I. INTRODUCTION
The integrity of the first surface of interaction for the incoming
solar photons remains an area of concern for PV module
reliability and performance. Soiling of this topmost layer has
been identified as a high priority problem that needs to be
addressed for many decades during the development of solar
electric and thermal systems. With the opening of the solar
markets in the sunbelts and desert areas of the world, areas that
have not only the highest solar resource availability but also the
most critical dust issues, the understanding and mitigation of this
problem becomes crucial for avoiding a showstopper for rapid
and widespread deployment. The soiling issue is not, of course,
confined to these harsh-climate areas. Significant losses can also
be encountered in areas that have more temperate environments.
The number of studies and publications documenting the
effects of soiling throughout the world have been growing
rapidly in the last 5 years [1,2]. Many of these have focused on
the effects on performance, important for establishing cleaning
cycles, providing information for siting, and sometimes giving
evidence for the effectiveness of mitigation approaches [3]. A
growing interest has been on the science of the soiling process,
aimed at gaining understanding of the fundamental and
controlling mechanisms that might uncover better or new
approaches to dust-accumulation prevention or more-effective
and less-expensive restoration methodologies [2-7].

This paper continues this understanding, examining the
fundamental physics and chemistry of dust and the interaction
of these soiling particles with the PV module surface and with
each other. We build on our previous report and observations
[2] of the investigation of single soiling particle adhesion on PV
module glass using proximal probe techniques. Specifically,
with these studies we report: (1) the refinement of those
adhesive force measurements by gaining and including
information on the contact area of those particles with the
surface. This includes (for the first time) the important
relationship to the specific surface chemistry of those same
particles at the microscale. The order-of-magnitude values of
the measured forces have now been calibrated using mica and
graphene standards; (2) the measurement of the adhesive forces
holding soiling particles themselves together. This again
includes the investigation of the effects of the surface chemistry
and morphology properties, moisture conditions, and (in some
cases) effects of hydrocarbon presence. These studies include
the successful mapping of the compositions from the exact
separated particle surfaces. (3) The comparison of the interparticle forces with the adhesive forces between the particles
and the module glass surface. The studies are performed on
soiling particles primarily collected from different climate
zones in Brazil, but some comparisons are made for those
collected from the Gulf-region.
II. SUMMARY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Previously, we have reported the the first measurements and
technique proof-of-concept of the adhesion of individual dust/
soiling particles to the surface of module glass at the microscale
[2]. We had identified several limitations of the methodology. In
this study, we provide some refinements of the measurements in
order to improve the interpretation of the adhesive properties of
the particles. This paper also compares the inter-particle adhesion
with that between the particles and the glass PV module surface.
A primary focus is to gain insight between these adhesion
properties and the chemistry of the soiling constituents.
A. Soiling Particle-Module Glass Surface Adhesion
As reported [2], an atomic force microscope (AFM) was
configured and adopted as an optical lever detection
microscope to determine the adhesion of individual soiling

Fig. 1. Determination of particle contact area using image
analysis: (a) Dust particle; (b) Wire image, rotated 38° and
tilted 22° to see contact area (colored blue)

micro particles to the module-glass surface. Because this
methodo-logy determined the force holding the particle in
place, the question of reproducibility and consistency in
interpretation and comparison of results were identified as
limitations. In the previous studies, particles with similar
geometries were selected to minimize measured-force
differences. We have now included special image processing
into the measurement system in order to provide a first-order
estimation of the contact area of the particle with the substrate. A
representation of the result is shown in Fig. 1, which shows the
image of the particle from the camera attached to the system and
the 3-D wire image produced. To accomplish this, we image the
particle from 3 aspects, and the specially developed image
processing program reconstructs this to provide the result. This
can then be rotated to expose the bottom portion (partially shown
in Fig. 1, with the reconstruction rotated 38° and tilted 22° just to
expose the bottom surface)—and an automated, in-situ
measurement of the area in contact with the substrate
(highlighted in “blue” Fig. 1b. From this and the measured force
[2], we can gain a force/unit contact area.
The effectiveness of this technique is shown in the adhesive
force measurement (Fig. 2) for two particles of large differences
in geometry (and contact with the substrate). The particles are
taken from the same module and location—and have about the
same average surface composition (the chemistries are
discussed in detail in the final presentation). Though the force
measured to move the particles differs considerably, the
force/unit area is nearly identical (some differences are
encountered because in the bottom surface is not completely

Fig. 2. Comparison showing the normalization of the (a)
adhesion force going to the (b) force/unit contact area for
particles of smaller (green) and larger (blue) contact areas.

Fig. 3. Illustration of method to measure inter-particle
adhesion (shown for two particles having high surface
soluble mineral content and exposed to moisture on the PV
module glass surface).

flat, and this morphology also affects the force/unit area).
This paper also provides for the first time, the direct
correlation between the chemistry and composition of the same
surface particles evaluated in the adhesion measurements with
the determined adhesive force/unit area. We have developed a
technique to collect these same particles for the chemical and
compositional determinations. These correlations are shown to
be determining adhesion-strength factors in the adhesion,
especially organics (under UV exposure and high temperature),
some soluble minerals over dry silicates, and in some specific
cases, hydrocarbon species from vehicle emissions.
B. Inter-Particle Adhesion
The adhesion of the soil particles to the substrate is one factor
in the dust accumulation process. The inter-particle interaction
is equally significant. This interaction can be both chemical and
charge related. This inter-particle adhesion has now been
evaluated using the AFM technique—initially for particles
collected from the field and agglomerated or joined by the
“cementation” process [8,9].
In this procedure, a cluster of grains is isolated for
examination. Fig. 3 shows a sample of two grains, with the
AFM tip applying the force to the contact zone—this time
instead of scanning in the x-direction, rather we moved the
probe via the piezoelectric in the z-direction. As the cantilever
is lowered, it bows (as before) in proportion to the applied
force. With the proper cantilever spring constant (k), the
applied force separates the two particles. Fig. 4 presents the
results for two sets taken from operating PV modules: (a) for
particles with soluble mineral/organic surfaces, and (b) for
particles exposed to hydrocarbon fuel emissions (from
vehicular traffic near the PV installation). The characteristic
shows the increasing force as a function of the bowing of the
cantilever (represented by the angle parameter ∂x [2]) The
estimated adhesive forces shows that (1) the forces holding the
grains together are typically significantly higher than those
holding the grains to the bare glass module surface; and (2) the
adhesion of grains from the hydrocarbon exposure is much

Fig. 4. Measured inter-particle adhesion forces for two
difference cases: (1) Particles having soluble
mineral/organic surface chemistry and exposed to moisture,
and (b) particles taken from module exposed to
hydrocarbon fumes (high vehicular traffic). The parameter
∂x is a measure of the bowing of the AFM cantilever that
relates directly to the force [2].

stronger than the former case. The reasons for this are discussed
in terms of the surface chemistry of the soiling particles—with
subsequent direct evaluation of the fragmented surfaces of the
recovered particles.
III. PLANNED PRESENTATION AND SUMMARY
This paper provides fundamental information on the
adhesion properties of dust particles collected from operating
solar PV modules in the field. The investigation first refines the
previously introduced method that determines the adhesive
force of a single soiling particle to the PV module-glass surface
[2]. This refinement now includes determining the contact area
of the particle with that surface using specially developed (insitu) image analysis techniques resulting in the normalization
to the force per unit area of contact. Additionally, the force
measured with the proximal probe is calibrated using the known
adhesive forces from mica and graphene standards to gain
information of the actual order of magnitude of these forces.
Second, the study extends the adhesion determinations to the
other important mechanism—the inter-particle coupling. The
same proximal-probe method is used to provide this first-time
microscale information. The examples are given for samples
collected from modules that had incurred cementation (e.g., from
moisture and from exposure to hydrocarbon emissions). The
differences show that the moisture-induced cementation typically
have much lower adhesion forces than those from the fuel
emission exposures. Finally, the inter-particle adhesion forces
are typically an of magnitude higher than the particle-module
glass adhesion. In many cases, we were also able to recover the
particles in order to determine the surface compositions and
relate those chemistries to the adhesion mechanisms.

The poster-presentation will highlight:
• Descriptions of the novel proximal probe techniques and
operation; Presentation of the methodology, data acquisition,
and data analysis & processing to determine the adhesion force.
• Report and discussion of the refinements implemented to
increase the reproducibility and strengthen the interpretation of
the results, including the demonstration of a newly-implemented
image analysis methodology to estimate the particle contact area
with the glass (to provide the force/unit contact area).
Additionally, the surface chemistry of the same particles
undergoing the force determinations is detailed and correlated
with the adhesive mechanism(s).
• First-time microscale measurements of the adhesion of particles
collected from modules surfaces. These will cover the range
from dry “dust” to samples that have become cementitious
because of moisture exposure (e.g., dew or high humidity).
These data provide the basis to compare the relative magnitudes
of the inter-particle and particle-glass adhesive strengths (which
depend on the particle chemistry and the climate conditions—
mapped in turn for the same inter-particle surfaces).
• Real-time videos of the proximal probe measurements (for both
adhesions with the substrate and inter-particle adhesion) and the
image analysis acquisition will be presented as part of the poster.
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